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Abstract. In this paper, a novel and cooperative approach is exploited introducing
a self-organizing engine to achieve high reliability and availability in multiagent systems. The Adaptive Multiagent Systems theory is applied to design adaptive groups
of agents in order to build reliable multiagent systems. According to this theory,
adaptiveness is achieved via the cooperative behaviors of agents and their ability to
change the communication links autonomously. In this approach, there is not a centralized control mechanism in the multiagent system and there is no need of global
knowledge of the system to achieve reliability. This approach was implemented to
demonstrate its performance gain in a set of experiments performed under different
operating conditions. The experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of this
approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Today, technology has become an integral part in the majority of our lives. From
smart phones, to laptops to tablets – we are heavily connected to networks and systems; computers perform critical tasks in many areas of our lives every millisecond.
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High reliability and availability are of the utmost importance to the majority of
these computer systems. For example, such systems include nuclear reactor facilities, global air traffic control systems, and banking systems.
In order to build reliable systems, the programming is quite complex since such
systems are usually software intensive. A promising approach to deal with complexity is to provide robustness, autonomy, and adaptation to a system by applying
self-organizing algorithms. These algorithms are defined based on self-organization
mechanisms inspired by nature. Ant and bee swarms, flocks of birds, and school of
fish, the human immune system are typical examples of natural systems that exhibit
properties inherent to self-organization. Swarms provide inspiration for mobile networks systems management [1], such as load-balancing and routing [2]. Solutions
for the distribution of tasks to the available nodes and distribution of data between
nodes in computational grids vary from techniques inspired by bee foraging behavior [3] to select the algorithms for executing small pieces of data, to business and
market inspired techniques for dynamically changing the task assignment [4, 5]. The
use of mobile agents makes us aware of network conditions. Mobile agents [6] can
be supportive for intrusion detection and intrusion response in large-scale network
infrastructures by following the behavior of the human immune system [7] and the
ant foraging behavior [8]. Insect colonies based models are exploited in agent-based
software for manufacturing control [9, 10]. PROSA is a representative example of
the ant-like approach, where agents mimic the ants’ behaviors [11, 12].
Reliability and availability are achieved via redundancy, i.e., duplication of critical functions exists in the system so that application software can reconfigure and
maintain (continue to perform) their tasks in the presence of faults in the system.
One technique that creates redundancy in a multiagent system (MAS) is adding extra computers or agents. In order to improve reliability and ensure the availability of
the MAS organization, critical agents for the system’s operation are replicated into
groups. This paper presents a novel replication approach that includes resilience,
self-organization, and adaptation as its primary properties. It employs a technique
grounded in the Adaptive Multiagent Systems (AMAS) theory; therefore, replicating
agents into groups and sharing limited resources among them are achieved without
a central control or global knowledge about the MAS organization. These properties
result from some simple behaviors of agents. The AMAS theory conceptualizes the
design of an adaptive multiagent system and provides agents with adaptive capabilities [13]. According to this theory, adaptiveness is based on cooperative behaviors
meaning that an agent seeks to help the most troubled agent in the system while
achieving its goal. When agents encounter similar problems simultaneously, the
program computes a degree of criticality in order to understand potential impacts
of these problems on achieving its goal. Considering this criticality, the agent can
determine what the most cooperative action should be taken.
The AMAS theory has been applied in various application domains such as
dynamic ontologies [14], aircraft design [15], simulation of the functional behavior
of a yeast cell [16], crisis management [17], bioprocesses control [18], ambient systems [19], product design [20], maritime surveillance [21, 22], and self-organizing
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biological neural networks [23, 24, 25]. In this study, the AMAS theory is applied
to the adaptive replication to effectively improve reliability in MAS organizations.
Applying the AMAS theory to the model, in conjuncture with the software, creates
a more reliable and adaptive MAS distribution because the system is lacking a centralized control. A key element that sets this study apart from previous research is
that the adapting replica groups are achieved in a self-organized way without a centralized control. Agents applying this approach use local information and behave in
cooperative ways to help the troubled neighbors. In previous studies, agents were
usually associated with an adaptive replication manager which dynamically computed the criticalities of agents [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. The quantities
that define the criticalities of agents are used for calculations to share the limited
resources between the replica groups. The adaptive replication manager uses an observation service to collect global data about agents in the organization in order to
calculate agents’ criticalities.
In this study, the AMAS theory is adopted in the reliable MAS where each
agent observes whether there is an increase or a decrease in its criticality. If there
is an increase, it decides to increase the number of its replicas. However, during
the decision process, the leader exploits only its local information when making
a decision about the change in the agent’s criticality.
This research thoroughly explains how the AMAS theory is applied to MAS in
order to enhance reliability and availability. This approach is the first one that uses
the AMAS theory for managing adaptive replication (not only in multiagent systems,
but in general). A case study chosen to illustrate the AMAS theory is exemplified
in the design of a library system which includes cooperative agents with local goals
and partial views of their environment. In our conclusion some experimental results
are presented to exhibit the effectiveness of this approach. The remaining sections
of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 explores related works; Section 3
provides background information detailing the AMAS theory; Section 4 introduces
the agent-based model; Section 5 illustrates the experimental model developed for
the study, presents data and provides the analysis and discusses the approach; and
Section 6 summarizes the study.
2 RELATED WORK
There is a large number of multiagent platforms; however just a few offer reliability.
Those multiagent platforms provide useful solutions of the problem of reliability in
MAS. Since the approach presented in this study is a replication-based approach,
scholarly articles and case studies associated with this topic published in computer
science literature have been investigated.
In order to increase reliability in MAS, Fedoruk and Deters implemented transparent replication via proxies [36]. Their approach is a static replication approach
which disregards the idea of changing replication techniques at run time. Thus,
replication is only realized by a programmer before an application starts.
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Guessoum et al. presented an adaptive multiagent architecture that was implemented with the DIMA [26] platform and DarX middleware [27, 28]. In DarX,
software components can either be replicated or not, and it is possible to change
the replication strategy at run time. DarX middleware must be integrated into any
multiagent organization in order to improve reliability in the organization.
DimaX [29] is a fault-tolerant multiagent development platform that is the integration of DarX into DIMA. DimaX is founded on system level (DarX middleware);
application level (agents); and monitoring level. In DimaX, the criticality of agents
is calculated by using an interdependence graph. At the monitoring level, the control
of replication is monitored by using an observation service [30, 31, 32].
Bora and Dikenelli proposed an approach which provided flexibility to multiagent organizations in terms of fault tolerance because the fault tolerance policies
were implemented as reusable plan structures. Thus, whenever an agent needed
to be made fault-tolerant, the action was performed by sending a request to that
agent [33]. Bora and Dikenelli introduced a self-adaptive replication approach to
exploit a feedback control loop and a proportional controller within a replication
infrastructure [34, 35]. This approach was used to examine the criticality of specific
agents. Moreover, Bora and Dikenelli presented a replication approach based on
role concept for multiagent systems. They defined a “fault tolerant” role that is
responsible for replicating instances of critical roles, coordination between critical
role instances and satisfying all replication-based fault tolerance requirements [37].
In this study, the AMAS theory is adopted in the reliable MAS where each
leader agent observes whether there is an increase or a decrease in its criticality.
The leader exploits only its local information when it decides to change the agent’s
criticality. This approach is the first one that uses the AMAS theory for managing adaptive replication (not only in multiagent systems but in general). Further,
the self-organizing replication approach in this study provided higher performance
when compared to other self-adaptive replication approaches [30, 32, 35, 28], replica
groups’ monitoring costs not present in this state of the art increased due to the
observation mechanisms and the need of global information when the self-adaptive
replication approach was applied.
3 AMAS THEORY
The Adaptive Multi-Agent System (AMAS) theory was developed to act as the engine for any system to self-adapt itself to any changes encountered in a dynamic
environment. It explains the cooperative relationship between the system’s internal
operations and its functional adequacy, thus ensuring that the cooperative system
carries out the appropriate task it was designed for. It was proved that there is
at least one cooperative internal medium system that accomplishes an equivalent
function of any functionally adequate system in the same environment. In a cooperative internal medium system, the components of a system are always collaborating.
This secures a symbiotic relationship and provides protection from Non Cooperative
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Situations (NCS) which may be harmful for their cooperative situations. In regard
to MAS, NCS represent situations that are against the cooperative social behaviors
of an agent; thus, when identifying an NCS, an agent alters its relationships with
other agents in order to return to a cooperative state [13].
If a multiagent system adopts AMAS, an agent can have two types of behavior:
1. nominal behavior; and
2. cooperative behavior,
which is divided into tuning, reorganization, and evolution. An agent with the
cooperative behavior attempts to assist other agents; consequently, this agent has
to detect and repair the NCS and avoid producing a new NCS [16].
A multiagent system applying AMAS includes agents that try to decrease the
criticality of troubled agents by exhibiting local and cooperative behaviors. These
behaviors maintain the system’s ability to produce an adequate global function.
Each agent calculates its own criticality, a function that calculates whether a signal
is activated for a NCS or not by examining the criticality value and a threshold [22].
If the agent decides that a NCS has occurred, it exploits the situation by adapting
itself to this new situation triggering tuning and reorganization behaviors. Tuning behaviors modify the parameters computed by nominal behaviors. If it fails to
solve the NCS, it triggers the reorganization behavior by sending messages (feedback) and/or it informs the cooperative agents that, in turn, eliminate the NCS and
transmit feedback.
Reorganization behaviors modify the agent’s interaction with its environment or
with other agents. If an agent cannot execute its nominal behavior because of NCS,
experiences a failed tuning behavior and/or sends requests that cannot be served,
then it may create a new communication link with a new agent. If the reorganization
behaviors fail to solve the NCS, the evolution behaviors resolve the NCS by creating
new agents or removing agents [16, 24].
While applying the AMAS theory, a programmer defines the agents of the system, the agents’ nominal behaviors, any NCS the agents may encounter, and cooperative behaviors to overcome each NCS. In the following section, the nominal
behaviors of reliable agents are explained in detail.
4 SELF-ORGANIZING RELIABLE AGENTS
The self-organizing reliable MAS consists of three variables:
1. the domain agents (Agent-0 to Agent-N) and their replicas;
2. the environment agents and their replicas; and
3. the environment.
Agents and their replicas run on computers and are grouped according to either
active or passive replication approaches [38, 39]. The methods of building consistency in groups vary in active or passive replication approaches; nevertheless, in
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both approaches, one replica is designated as the leader and is responsible for providing responses. If a leader fails, any replica can become a leader. Domain agents
(Agent-0 to Agent-N) are leaders of their groups.
In addition to replication techniques, the replication degree, which provides
the level of redundancy and assigns the number of replicas within a group, is essential in achieving redundancy in MAS while using replication policies. In static
replication, both the replication degree and approach are set by a programmer during initialization. In adaptive replication, the group leader primarily decides on
its replication degree based on system resources and its criticality. The agent’s
criticality is a numerical quantity that indicates its importance in the system.
However, there is not just one general description and/or definition attached to
an agent’s criticality. It is the programmer who decides, after careful consideration, the agent’s varying properties. In general, this process incorporates an observation service that transparently monitors the agents’ behaviors as well as the
availability of resources, and adaptively reconfigures the system according to the
agents’ criticalities according to data evaluation collected by the observation service [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
According to this design, when the leader performs a self-organizing replication,
the group leader will either increase and/or decrease the replication degree without
a central control (without an observation service or a replication manager) based
on global knowledge of the environment. The leader collects data related to its
communication activities and calculates the change in the value of its criticality. The
value of an agent’s criticality is determined by a quantity that indicates whether the
importance of an agent to the system increases or not. If the leader agent’s criticality
increases, a request message is transmitted to the environment agent which provides
resources (hosts in the environment) to agents for replication. Next, a new replica
of that particular agent is created. On the other hand, if there is a gradual decrease
in the agent’s criticality, the replica must be removed after a certain period.
4.1 Nominal Behaviors of Reliable Agents
In this section, reliable agents’ nominal behaviors are briefly described. These behaviors are implemented to form the infrastructure for achieving reliability and
availability in a goal-oriented MAS architecture [40].
In a reliable self-organizing MAS, each agent performs its actions without a global function (goal) for the system; hence, a dependable (reliable and available)
multiagent system emerges. Each reliable agent achieves specific goals, such as
Group Communication, Failure Detection, Election of a New Leader, Recovery from
Failure, and Adaptive Replication (shown in Figure 1), while being cooperative.
In order to achieve these identified goals, their plans and the reusable services are
realized. These services and plans are described in more detail in [41].
In order to improve replication in a self-organizing manner, the replication plan
was modified and Self-Organizing Replication, Evolution, and Reorganization plans
were created. To replicate new replicas, the leader executes the Replication plan
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Figure 1. Goals and plans for the system’s reliability
as many times as the number of replicas needed to be replicated, and asks the
environment agent to locate a suitable host where new replicas can be placed.
For self-organizing replication, the critical agents must be identified. Each leader
agent determines whether the change in the criticality occurs or not. The number of
messages received by each agent, the degree of system’s reliability, and the agent’s
role criticality are the example of certain metrics needed to calculate the agents’
criticalities. In order to achieve the Adaptive Replication goal, the Self-Organizing
Replication plan is executed.
4.2 Applying the AMAS Approach for Reliability
In order to achieve reliability in MAS, critical agents periodically monitor their
criticalities. This data indicates the potential impact of the agent’s failure in the
MAS. We must consider two cases to ensure reliability in multiagent systems. Firstly,
multiagent systems must have static organization structures so that critical agents
can be identified and replication performed by the programmer before run time.
Secondly, if the agent’s criticality cannot be determined before run time due
to the multiagent systems’ dynamic organization structures, critical agents can be
dynamically evaluated at run time. In addition, metrics can be used for dynamically
estimating and updating agents’ criticalities in the MAS. Within the MAS organization, a role is defined as an abstract characterization of social agent’s behavior in
a specific domain and has a different operational impact in the MAS organization.
The concept of a role represents the importance of an agent in an organization,
and its dependencies from other agents, i.e., those affecting their criticalities in the
multiagent organization.
The agent’s dependency on another specific agent is yet another metric that
indicates the agent’s criticality. If for some reason, a critical agent that relies on an-
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other agent fails, then goals will be difficult to achieve. The dependency on an agent
is obtained from the number and performatives of the messages received. Messages,
which are considered in terms of an agent’s criticality in this work, contain performatives such as request, request-whenever, query-if, query-ref, and subscribe [37].
In this research, the change in the value of an agent’s criticality is calculated
by using precise formulas. If there is an increase in the value of agent’s criticality,
it signals the agent has become more critical than before and needs to have new
replicas. The change in the agent’s criticality in the current period, ∆Critic(t), is
given below:
∆Critic(t) = Activity(t) − Activity(t − 1) + Creliable (t).

(1)

• Creliable (t): Is the contribution of the reliability of the system to the criticality in
the current period. The Creliable is the difference between the number of failures
in a group and half the number of replicas in the group in terms of a time
interval. If the value of Creliable is larger than 0, then the contribution of the
Creliable to the criticality is added. If the number of failures for a replica group
is less than half the number of replicas, there is no point worrying about the
system’s reliability. In this case, the contribution of the reliability of the system
is set to zero.
• Activity(t): Is the degree of an agent’s activity in the current period. Activity(t−
1) is determined for the last period and stored in the data structure. The value of
the agent’s role criticality and the ratio of the change in the number of messages
sent to an agent for a specific role relative to the average number of messages over
a number of periods are used for calculations of Activity(t) as in the following
equation.
Activity(t) = a ∗ role(t) + b ∗ Ratio req(t)
(2)
• a, b: Coefficients for contributions of the weight of the role and the average
number of requests to the Activity(t).
• role(t): The value corresponding to the weight of the role in the current period.
The weights of the roles are explicitly defined in the role ontology before the
program starts.
• Ratio req(t): The ratio of the change in the number of messages sent to an agent
for a specific role to the average number of messages over a number of periods.
If ∆Critic(t) < 0, it specifies the agent’s criticality has decreased; however, if
∆Critic(t) > 0, it signals the agent’s criticality has increased. Next, the number of
replicas of the group must be increased by 1. The agent asks the environment agent
to provide a resource to create a new replica.
Following the calculations that determine the agent’s criticality value, the leader
of a replica group executes a Self-Organizing Replication plan in which a self-organizing replication is performed. The Self-Organizing Replication plan is given in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Algorithm for self-organizing replication
The first task of the Self-Organizing Replication plan is to determine the change
in the agent’s criticality, ∆Critic(t), by using the number of requests received over
several periods, the number of failed replicas, and the weight of the role the agent
has played (line 1 in Algorithm 1 in Figure 2).
If ∆Critic(t) is a positive integer, then a message containing a copy request is
prepared and sent to the environment agent by using the send method (line 3 in
Algorithm 1 in Figure 2). When the environment agent receives this message, it attempts to find a suitable host where new replicas will be placed. After an available
host’s address is obtained, the environment agent sends a request message to the
agent to be replicated in order to convey the agent’s internal state. As previously
stated, the agent’s internal state is serialized and written to a text file (line 7 in
Algorithm 1 in Figure 2). Several Remote Method Invocation (RMI) messages are
then sent to the environment agent to transfer both the agent’s knowledge and internal state (line 8 in Algorithm 1). Thus, both sets of data are needed to commence
the replication process.
The remote host’s cloning server provides storage for the replicated agent. Multiple messages using RMI are sent to the cloning server by the environment agent to
transfer the agent’s knowledge and internal state received from the critical agent to
be replicated. Upon receiving the RMI messages from the environment agent, the
cloning server creates a new replica by using the contents of RMI messages. Next,
the cloning server places the unserialized agent’s state, libraries and source code to
the selected paths and executes the agent’s source code.
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When the new replica is launched, it has identical state as the leader and contains
the last view of the group. It then multicasts a JOIN message informing the other
replicas that it has joined the group; subsequently, the other replicas register the
new replica to their membership lists.
When ∆Critic(t) is a negative integer, it demonstrates the agent’s criticality
has decreased in the current period. If this occurs, the freq dec variable is increased
by 1 so that it is possible to determine the number of periods in which the agent
has experienced low levels of criticality (line 2 in Algorithm 1).
4.3 Identification of Non-Cooperative Situations
The proposed self-organizing replication architecture, in which replica agents can
either be inserted or removed, is subject to NCS. Each NCS is identified by analyzing
problematic stages of reliable multiagent systems.
Two kinds of NCS are identified in this work, the first being Unable to create
a new replica. It occurs when the environment does not provide a resource to
an agent that needs to replicate a new replica. The second NCS is Bad Message
Density.
4.3.1 NCS: Unable to Create Replica
If an environment agent does not provide a resource to an Agent i that needs to
replicate, it will send a message informing that there are no available resources. If
an agent receives this message, it increases freq a , which is termed a complain variable
(see line 5 in Algorithm 1).
During the next period, the agent’s criticality might increase. If so, it will then
send the environment agent a new request for creating a new replica. The environment agent must find available resources for replication. If it fails, it informs
the agent by sending a message containing No available resources. In this case, the
Unable to create a replica NCS occurs and freq a is increased by 1 (line 5 in Algorithm 1). Concurrently, the environment agent waits to receive a message containing
Available resource:IP. When it receives the message, it is able to provide a resource
to Agent i and initialize the Create a Replica plan [41] in order to replicate a new
replica of Agent i .
4.3.2 Bad Message Density
The number of requests received by an agent exceeds a threshold value.
4.4 Cooperative Behaviours
In AMAS theory, an agent can exhibit two types of behaviour, nominal and cooperative. An agent’s nominal behaviours in a reliable MAS are explained in Section 3.
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As aforementioned, the cooperative behaviours are categorized into tuning, reorganization, and evolution.
One would presume an autonomous and cooperative agent is able to modify
its replicas by adjusting its internal parameters by adopting a tuning behaviour.
However, the tuning behaviour is not considered in this work since the consistency
between replicas is one of the main issues in reliable systems. If the internal parameters of agent replicas are modified by triggering a tuning behaviour to overcome
any NCSs, consistency between replicas cannot be continuously maintained. Since
the tuning behaviour is not adopted in this approach, a cooperative agent adopts
a reorganization behaviour in which it tries to change the way it interacts with
others. The reorganization behaviours of reliable agents are implemented using the
Reorganization plan.
The last category behaviour that may be adopted by a reliable agent is the
evolution. In evolution behaviour, a replica can either be created or removed (e.g.,
if ineffective, it must leave the system). In these two last levels, the propagation of
a problem to other agents is indeed possible if an agent is not able to execute its
nominal behaviour.
The evolution behaviours of reliable agents are implemented using the Evolution
plan (illustrated in Figure 3), which corresponds to the creation and/or removal of
reliable agent’s replicas. There is an underlying assumption that no replica can be
created or removed simultaneously.
NCS is suppressed by executing the aforementioned plans as described in the
following subsections. By executing two plans, an agent’s criticality value will decrease, as these NCS increase the agent’s criticality. The evolution behaviour of
reliable agents will be explained first.
4.5 Suppression of “Unable to Create Replica” NCS
When an environment agent does not provide a resource to an Agent i and the
complain variable freq a exceeds a predefined threshold thresh a , the Agent i sends the
feedback message Need a new replica to its neighbours. This message specifically
requests an increase in the number of replicas (line 6 in Algorithm 1).
When an agent receives feedback from one or more neighbours (or from its
environment), it may retro-propagate a feedback to its own neighbours. When the
agent receives the Need a new replica message, the Evolution plan in Figure 3 is
initialized. If the agent is a neighbour, it then stores the number of the Need a new
replica messages (no f ai ) in a data structure (line 1 in Algorithm 2 in Figure 3). If
no f ai exceeds a certain value thresh c (line 2 in Algorithm 2), it tries to cooperate
with the Agent i .
If its criticality decreases over a certain number of periods (i.e. freq dec is larger
than thresh dec ), it then kills one of its replicas (line 3 and 4 of the Evolution plan).
After removing the replica, the other replicas in the group also delete this agent
from their membership lists and it informs the environment agent (line 5 of Algorithm 2 in Figure 3). Upon receiving a new replica creation request, the environ-
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Figure 3. Algorithm for the evolution behaviour
ment agent will then create a new replica in the host that has been released by
the neighbour’s replica. In this case, the number of replicas of Agent i increases
by 1, thus the Agent i stops complaining and sets the value freq a to zero (line 9
of Algorithm 1 in Figure 2). If there is no decrease in the neighbour’s criticality
value of Agent i (i.e., it is still complaining) during a certain number of periods, it
then forwards the Need a new replica message to its neighbours (line 6 in Algorithm 2).
4.6 Suppression of “Bad Message Density” NCS
When the number of requests received by Agent i exceeds a threshold value thresh m ,
the Agent i sends the querying agent a message informing that the message density
is inadequate.
When the number of messages received by the querying agent is high, the primary action of the Reorganization plan is activated by identifying the provision as
the sender agent (i.e. Agent i ). Whenever Agent n has received this message, the
value of nof m is increased by 1 (line 2 in Algorithm 3 in Figure 4). If the value
of nof m exceeds a threshold thresh f m , Agent n searches for a new agent in order to
send its queries. Therefore, it asks the Directory Facilitator (DF) to send Agent j
so that it can provide the same service as Agent i for its queries (line 3 in Algorithm 3 in Figure 4). In order to prevent interaction with Agent i , Agent i is removed
from the knowledge base when DF sends the identifier of Agent j (line 4 and 5 in
Algorithm 3).
Next, when a new agent’s identifier has been received from the Directory Facilitator (DF), the new agent’s identifier is included to the knowledge base of Agent n
in order to contact with Agent j . Afterwards, it will be possible for it to send its
queries to that agent (line 6 in Algorithm 3 in Figure 4). In this case, both the
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agent’s activity and criticality value decrease.

Figure 4. Algorithm for the reorganization behavior

5 EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate the self-organizing replication based on AMAS theory, a library
system was designed that included two specific agents – library assistant agents and
user agents. The latter were designed to query library assistant agents. Each library
assistant agent manages a different library and stores the library knowledge (i.e.
bibliographical information) using the library ontology. Instances of this ontology
hold the properties of all periodicals and books; for example, the title, the author(s),
the ISBN number, and keywords related to documents.
In the case study, each user agent interacted with a user when it received a book
and/or periodical request and then forwarded the request directly to all of the library
assistant agents. Next, the library assistant agent executed a single plan to match
the request to the document’s ontology instance(s) and responded with the sources
of the bibliographical information contained in a message. When the user agent
received the response from the library assistant agents, it then selected a library
where the source was located and provided the result to the user. In this case
study, the user agents were dependent upon the library assistant agents since the
library assistant agent was a critical and reliable agent for the library system’s
operation.
The library system was implemented by using Semantic Web Enabled Multiagent
System Development Framework (SEAGENT) [42] and Java Version 1.5.0. The tests
were run on a computer with Intel Core i7 CPU and 64 GB of RAM.
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5.1 Costs of Reliability
In a reliable multiagent system, there must be multiple replicas of an agent. According to the preferred replication approach, those replicas may run concurrently,
possibly in different environments. The cost of reliability of a multiagent system using a replication approach is the sum of the cost of replica creation/deletion, replica
usage, and overheads incurred by the coordination of its replicas. Moreover, a constant number of resources in a system are reserved to provide redundancy for the
performance of a certain task. However, usage of a constant number of resources in
a system can be expensive. Varying the replication degree in a multiagent system
can decrease the cost caused by replication of critical agents of the system. Adaptive
replication techniques enable a multiagent system to change its replication degree
in accordance with its environment.
In order to evaluate the costs of applying a self-organizing replication, a test environment was implemented, which included library assistant agent leaders ranging
from 10 to 60, plus their replicas, and a user agent. In the first case, the library assistant agent leaders applied a static replication technique in the system. Next, the
programmer manually deployed replicas of the leader agents in the system. When
the static replication technique was applied, the number of replicas increased, doubling the number of the leaders.
In the second case, the library assistant agent leaders applied the self-organizing
replication in the system. The programmer deployed the library assistant agent
leaders in the system whereby they were automatically and dynamically replicated
in accordance with their criticalities at runtime. The highest number of possible
replicas in the system was set to two times that of the deployed leaders. The time
of the test’s sampling period was set to 400. In this test, the threshold value thresh a
was set to 2, the threshold value thresh c was set to 1, and the threshold value
thresh dec was set to 2.
In the third case, in order to compare the systems’ costs, whether in static or
self-organizing replication techniques, the systems’ response times were compared
to the control (i.e. response time of a system without using a replication approach).
The user agents sent their requests to the library assistant agents without applying
any replication technique. In this test, it was observed if the effects of self organizing
replication influenced the overall performance of the system.
In the first and second case, semi-active replication was employed in the library
systems. In order to measure the cost of the self-organizing replication approach,
the user agent sent queries to the leaders. The number of requests sent to the
leaders changed the agent’s criticality accordingly. However, in all cases, the total
number of requests sent to the organization were equal in every step of the tests.
Response times, for queries were measured in all cases. The response time is the time
it takes a querying agent to receive the reply after sending its request to a leader
agent.
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5.1.1 Test Results
The results of tests are illustrated as graphs in Figure 5. When the test environment
included library assistant agent leaders ranging from 10 to 30, the systems’ response
times were very close to each other since the number of agents was not large in the
systems and the computer performed all operation very fast. As illustrated by the
graphs, the slopes of the average response times of the systems applying the static,
self-organizing replication techniques, and no replication increased with the number
agents, as seen from Figure 5.

Figure 5. The effect of the self-organizing replication approach
The increase in response times was anticipated due to the fact that the leader
of the group multicasts all incoming requests to the replicas; thus, the number of
requests sent to the system increased. All replicas processed these requests. Finally,
the number of messages exchanged also increased with the number of agents due to
leader’s multicasting of requests and heartbeat messages. Moreover, in SEAGENT,
the communication module uses the RMI based communication infrastructure and
all functionalities of internal architecture are based on threads. Therefore, when all
agents were created in a single machine, then agents’ threads were initialized and
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the amount of time contributed by computation was slightly increased because of
a computational load of the computer.
5.1.2 Discussion
According to the results, the self organizing replication approach is very promising and outperforms the static replication. As indicated in Figure 5, the system’s
response time, when the static replication is applied, is longer than the system’s
response time when the self-organizing replication is applied. Further, the system’s
response times, when the self-organizing replication is applied, are very close to the
system’s response time when no replication is applied. This result was expected,
since the number of replicas in the system effects the system’s response times, as
mentioned in the previous sections.
When the self organizing replication technique is applied to the system, the
number of replicas in each group may change with respect to the criticalities of the
leader agents. The highest number of replicas in the system applying self organizing
replication can equal the total number of replicas in the system applying static
replication, for the same number of leaders. Sometimes, the agents may not receive
any requests for a period of time or the number of requests they have received
decreases. Thus, the degree of agents’ activities will decrease as will the agents’
criticalities during these periods. If a decrease in criticality is present for a certain
period of time, the leader agent decreases the number of its replicas by removing
useless replicas. In this case, the system’s response time decreases as the number of
replicas in the system decreases. If its criticality increases, it increases the number
of its replicas in order to decrease its criticality. As the number of replicas in the
system increases, the response time of the system also increases because the leader
agent multicasts the received requests to its replicas and the replicas process the
requests simultaneously.
However, when applying static replication, the programmer himself/herself decides on the number of replicas before executing the application. During execution,
the number of replicas are fixed to a certain value in the organization (2 × number of
leaders). In the system applying self organizing replication, the highest number of
possible replicas can total the number of replicas in the system applying static replication. Although, the number of requests sent to the systems might be equal, the
number of total replicas can change in accordance to the criticalities of the agents
in self organizing replication. Therefore, the system’s average response time when
static replication is applied is longer than the system’s average response time when
self organizing replication is applied.
The most important advantage of the self organizing replication is the lack of
centralized control. Indeed, the presence of a centralized control actually increases
the system’s response times since the centralized control mechanism needs to have
global information of the system. Having the system’s global information increases
the number of messages sent and received; therefore, the response time also increases
in the system applying a centralized self-adaptive reliable approach compared to the
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system applying a static approach as explained in [35]. The agents in the system
applying the self-organizing replication use the local information and behave in
a cooperative manner in their system. Thus, the reliable self-organizing system
takes advantage of applying the AMAS theory.
High reliability and availability are of the utmost importance to air traffic control
(ATC) systems. The Advanced Automation System (AAS) [38] was a distributed
real-time system that integrated all the services of the US air traffic control network. Critical services were replicated using either the active or passive approach,
according to the application semantics and the hardware configuration. ATC systems are complex in the sense of complex systems. The control and knowledge are
distributed in these systems and the flight data will be more complicated than the
processed data at present to be processed by these systems. Therefore, adoption of
new technologies and procedures must be taken into consideration when ATC systems are built. The self-organizing approach presented in this paper can be used in
such systems in order to alleviate the effects of software failures and provide a great
support to achieve high reliability and availability in ATC systems.
5.2 Evaluation of Suppression of “Bad Message Density” NCS
In order to observe whether a Bad Message Density NCS was suppressed or not,
a user agent sent 80 queries to one of the library assistant agents with low processing
capacity in each sampling period. Since the threshold thresh m was set to 25, the
library assistant agent sent The number of messages high message to the user agent.
The user agent receiving this message increased nof m by 1. When the user agent
detected that nof m was larger than thresh f m (it was set to 1), it asked the DF agent
to obtain a new library assistant agent’s identifier that it could get the same service.
The DF agent sent another library assistant agent’s identifier to the user agent. The
user agent removed the old library assistant agent’s identifier from its knowledge base
and added the new library assistant agent’s identifier. As a result, the user sent its
queries to the new agent. After receiving The number of messages high message, all
operations were executed in a time frame ranging from 1 921–2 682 ms.
5.3 Evaluation of Robustness of the Self-Organizing Approach
A test bed consisting of five library assistant agent leaders and five user agents,
and a failure simulator were designed and implemented in order to evaluate the
robustness of the self-organizing replication approach. The failures ranging from 85
to 111 were injected into the system by a failure simulator which simply sent “kill”
messages to the agents within a certain time frame. The agents receiving the “kill”
messages stopped executing their threads. The majority of the kill messages were
sent to the library assistant agents since they were the critical agents for the system’s
operation. A smaller number of kill messages were sent to the user agents. In this
test, the number of available resources was set to 100; therefore, the maximum
number of replicas in the whole multiagent system could be 100.
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As shown in Figure 6, the number of failures injected to the multiagent system
gradually increased, and the rate of success was observed and recorded. The rate
of success is defined as the percentage of the replica groups that could accomplish
their tasks in MAS within a certain time frame. The data in Figure 6 revealed
the rate of success declined while the number of failures in multiagent system rose.
This association was expected due to the fact that only 100 replicas existed in the
multiagent system in order to tolerate failures.

Figure 6. Robustness of the self-organizing replication approach
In the static replication approach, the replication degrees of the groups were fixed
to certain numbers; therefore, the number of failures and agents’ activities never
changed the numbers of replicas in the groups. Since the majority of the failures
influenced the library assistant agents, most of the library assistant agent groups
failed to complete their tasks during these experiments; however, there existed the
user agent groups in the multiagent system at the end of the experiments.
When the system employing self-organizing replication started, the replication
manager determined the numbers of replicas of each library assistant agent leader
and each user agent leader with respect to their criticalities. As the number of kill
messages received by the replica groups linearly increased, each leader took into
consideration the number of failures in order to calculate the change in the agent’s
criticality and it required a resource to create a new replica if the agent’s criticality
increased. Therefore, when the number of failures increased in the system, the
self-organizing approach showed a stronger performance as compared to the static
replication approach. From these experiments, it was observed that a replication
approach required f+1 replica library assistant agents in order to survive up to
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f library assistant agent crashes in the replica group. Moreover, the number of
replicas in a multi-agent system should be at least equal to the number of library
assistant agent leaders which were critical for the system’s operation.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a self-organizing approach based on AMAS theory was proposed for
improving reliability in MAS. Based on observations, when the self organizing replication based on the AMAS theory was applied to the groups, the cost of reliability
decreased. Therefore, this new approach to adaptive replication highly outperformed
static replication.
In conclusion, the results indicated that the efficient replication was sustainable
using this approach. Reliable systems can benefit from the self-organizing replication that utilizes resources more efficiently, and can also achieve greater flexibility.
Some other future research opportunities can also be pursued to evaluate the performance of the various algorithms based on self-organization mechanisms inspired by
nature. In the future, adaptive immune system concepts can be utilized to design
and implement self-organizing reliable multiagent systems. Moreover, stigmergy and
genetic algorithms can be used as the mechanisms to enhance reliability in multiagent systems. Especially, adaptive stigmergic mechanisms are good candidates for
providing self-organization to reliable multiagent systems. Future work concerns
a deeper analysis of those mechanisms, costruction of the reliable systems in different agent platforms, or implementation of a system that improves reliability in the
cloud.
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